
Results
The results of this thesis need to be summarised in a written report and will be presented to the ICVR in
a 20min talk.
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• Literature research on RDW and machine learning approaches in human path prediction
• Implementation and evaluation of a new path prediction based on your research
• (Optionally) Short user study for more live user data
• (Optionally) Implementation of state-of-the-art approaches for validation
• Intermediate and final presentation
• Written report

Semester Thesis

Tasks
Your task is to research on RDW and understand the various existing concepts. Further, you research 
state-of-the-art approaches in the application of machine learning implementations in human path 
prediction. Based on your research, you design and implement (preferably in Unity) a new approach for 
path prediction based on the virtual surroundings incorporating previously recorded live user data. In 
case this existing data is insufficient in quality, you design and conduct a short user study to collect more 
fitting data. Eventually, you also validate your implementation and evaluate its performance. Optionally, 
you setup existing approaches (based on LSTM and/or RL) to directly compare your solution against. 
You will present your work in an intermediate and a final presentation to the ICVR lab. Finally, you will 
summarise your results in a written report.

Workpackages
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Skills
• Programming Skills in C++ or C#
• Unity and/or VR experience is a plus
• Strong communication and interpersonal skills

Human Path Prediction based on Real User Data 
using Machine Learning Approaches
Keywords: Virtual Reality, Redirected Walking, Machine Learning

Overview
In the last years, so-called redirected walking (RDW) has
improved drastically. More and more different approaches
were developed and distinguished core principles of
reactive, scripted and predictive behaviour. Nowadays, it is
naturally still holding true that scripted RDW performs best
since the system can be optimised beforehand. However,
comparing reactive and predictive concepts, predictive
seems to outperform reactive in many cases. Most notably,
predictive RDW is heavily dependent on the the accuracy
and reliability of its prediction and thus, most improvements
relate to the prediction of human behaviour.
In this thesis, you investigate the impact of machine
learning algorithms on human path prediction usable for
RDW.


